Cosmos™
DELIVERY CENTER

Cosmos is ICC’s state-of-the-art delivery center in Columbus,
providing end-to-end software development and support.
BUILT TO DELIVER, MADE IN AMERICA
Our delivery model is crafted to suit the unique needs of each
engagement. Need us on-hand for internal collaboration? You
can count on us working onsite. Prefer to let our experts manage
and deliver the work remotely? Cosmos helps you embrace the
latest innovations without requiring allocation of your company’s
valuable physical space. Within Cosmos, we can assemble a
collaborative, focused team for your project, in one accessible,
U.S.-based location.

ICC: PROVEN AND
SUSTAINABLE

500+
associates

A NEW DELIVERY MODEL FROM A TRUSTED PARTNER
In today’s rapidly evolving and tech-driven market, more and more
companies choose to work with U.S. onshore outsourcing companies
as an alternative to offshore development and onsite contracting.
As one of the largest private Midwest IT consulting companies,
ICC is a leader in this rapidly growing domestic services space. Our
state-of-the-art delivery center in Columbus, Ohio, has over 500
associates. The inherently low costs of the area combined with our
perfected remote delivery model allows us to provide cost-effective
solutions to our clients’ technology needs.
Simply put, ICC’s Cosmos delivery center allows us to deliver
excellent work more efficiently than offshore providers, and less
expensively than large technology services companies.

“

Onshoring is the answer to
rising labor costs abroad and
the need for agile, local teams
in the same time zone that
can react quickly to today’s
constantly evolving, techfueled customer needs.
ZDNET
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16.4
average years
of associate
experience

25+
YEARS

IT consulting
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#

Largest technology
consulting firm
based in Columbus

Onshoring helps
U.S. companies
remain competitive
in the digital era, as
well as develop the
next generation of
U.S. IT leaders.
VENTUREBEAT

”

23

Fortune 500
clients served

THE IMPACT OF ONSHORE
With the high cost of large tech consulting companies, the lure of offshore
is understandable. But those cost savings come with their share of
headaches, from time zone challenges, to language and cultural barriers.
Offshore teams are often scattered throughout multiple locations,
hampering collaboration and causing delays and misfires. With Cosmos,
your business gets the best of both worlds: significantly lower project costs,
with the efficiency and effectiveness of a U.S.-based project team.

SHRINKING MARGINS:
IT BILLING RATES, U.S. VS. INDIA
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COLUMBUS: THE PERFECT PLACE TO EMBRACE THE NEW RULES OF DIGITAL
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college & university
campuses

22,000
annual graduates
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Big City in the
Midwest

Market for tech talent
in North America

American City
for tech workers

Money 2016

CBRE 2016

SmartAsset 2017

133,000

The heart of it all
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50% of the U.S.
population lives
within a 500-mile
radius of Columbus.
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THE RIGHT PARTNERS TO GUIDE YOU ON YOUR DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION JOURNEY
At ICC, it’s not about how many years of experience you have, but about your willingness to learn and
be part of a like-minded team of problem-solvers. That’s why we invest in training the right people, to
have the right knowlege and skills. We bring deep customer experience and analytics expertise to your
application development project, and every team works hand-in-hand with industry experts to provide
the critical context needed for success.
GROWING EXPECTATIONS,
UNPRECEDENTED POSSIBILITIES
More than ever, customers are empowered with
pervasive access to information and a growing
number of viable choices. Digital technologies have
made it possible to reach, engage, and deliver
value with extraordinary efficiency. ICC is uniquely
positioned to help you address your biggest
imperatives and transform your business.
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READY TO NAVIGATE THE
NEW RULES OF DIGITAL?
Schedule an informational briefing
or find out more about how we can
help fuel your transformation:
Call: 614 523-3070
Email: info@icct.com
Visit: icct.com

